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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a Galois field, and R = F axk[D], where D is an indeterminate. Let L 
be a maximal subfield of Fkxk containing F, and T;.(F) be the F-vector space of all 
sequences (s,), n > 0, s, E Fkx’. Then T,(F) is a left R-module such that for any 
f(D) = ZrloaiD’ E R and S = (s,) E T,(F), one has f(D)S = (to,), where w,, = 
Z;‘iOu,s,+i. For any regular element ~(D>E R, 0.,(_/-(D))= (S E r,(F):f(D)S = O} 
is known to be a finite F[ D]-module. Periodicity properties of members of fie(f( D)) 
have been investigated by Singh. Consider an fC D) with its bound in F[ D] to be 
pL( D)” for some irreducible polynomial pL( D) E F[ D]. A canonical form for nk(f( D)) 
was determined by Singh. A condition on the canonical form of fl,(f(D)) is 
determined under which sZk(f( D)) and fL,(g(D)) have same canonical form for 
some g(D) E L[ D]. Some applications of this result are given, 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a Galois field, R = Fk xk[ D], and L a subfield of Fk xk 
containing F such that [L : F] = k. Since L = FkX ’ as vector spaces over F, 
we shall also regard the members of Ik(F) as sequences over L. For any 
regular element f(D) E R, its bound P~( D) E F[ D] was defined in [4]; 
~~~ D) is the smallest degree manic polynomial in F[ D] such that p( D)R c 
f(D)R. It was proved in [4] that nk(f(D))-f*(D)Rk(CLf(D)Zk), where 
f*(D) E R is such that f(D)f*(D) = p (D)Z,. 
First of all we further investigate t 6 e relationship between f(D) and 
p&D), particularly for the case when the coefficients of f(D) are in a 
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subfield of Fkxk. A canonical form of n,(f(D)) was given in [4, Theorem 
3.21 in case p,-(D) = p( DY for some manic irreducible polynomial p(D) E 
F(D). In Theorem 6 we give a necessary and sufficient condition on the 
canonical form, under which it is equivalent (or isomorphic) to a,( g( D)) for 
some g(D) E R having its coefficients in some subfield of Fkxk containing 
F. Using this result, it is proved in Theorem 7 that given any f(D) E R with 
its coefficients in a subfield K of Fk xk not necessarily containing F, and 
such that p.,(D) = p(DY for some monk irreducible polynomial p(D) E 
F[ D], there exists g(D) E L[ D] such that fl,(f(D)) and R,(g(D)) have 
the same canonical form. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout, F is a Galois field of characteristic p. For any power 4 of p, 
F;, denotes a field of order q. We consider the ring Fkxk of all k x k 
matrices over F, for a fixed positive integer k, and we identify each a E F 
with the scalar matrix aI,. Any subring of Fk xk will be supposed to contain 
the identity I, E Fkxk. For any field K, K* will denote the multiplicative 
group K\(O). For any idempotent e E Fkxk, by the length d(e) of e we 
mean the composition length of the right ideal eFkXk. For any module M 
and positive integer n, M” (or @ I’M) will denote the direct sum of n copies 
of M. For any polynomial f(D) = Ciai D” E S[ D], S any ring, given any 
endomorphism u of S, f”(D) d enotes the polynomial CarDi E S[ D]. For 
any matrix A, AT denotes its transpose. For any finite field K and f(D) E 
K[ Dl, Cl,<f< D)) d enotes the set of sequences S over K such that f( D)S = 0 
[3]. As seen in [3], 0,(f( D)) = K[ D]/ K[ D]f( D) as K[ D&modules. 
The notation and terminology are essentially the same as in [4]. For basic 
results on finite fields and on linear recurring sequences one may refer to [l], 
and on finite rings to [2]. 
2. CANONICAL FORM 
Throughout, F is a Galois field of characteristic p, and L a fixed field 
extension of F of degree k > 2. By considering V = L,, we regard Fk xk = 
Horn&L, L), and we have an embedding A : L + Fkxk such that for any 
a E L its image A, is such that A,(x)= ax for r E L. With this embedding 
we treat F c L c Fkxk. Given a subfield K of Fkxk, K embeds in L, but we 
cannot say in general that there exists an invertible matrix a E Fk xk such 
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that the conjugate ati- ’ c L. However, if F c K, the Noether-Skolem 
theorem [2] gives an invertible a E Fkxk such that aKa_’ c L. 
We collect some elementary and essentially known results on subfields of 
Fk xk in the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K be a subfield of Fkxk, K” =(a), p(D) the 
minimal polynomial of (Y over F,], and k(D) = nf=,pi( D) a factorization of 
p(D) into manic irreducible polynomials in F[ D]. Then the following hold: 
(i) deg ILJ D) = (deg pL( D))/s. 
(ii) F[K]= F,@F,@ ..* @ E;( for some mutually isomorphic fields Fi 
each containing a copy ri(F) of F, s’ < s, and [ Fi : riTi( F)] = (deg p( D))/s. 
(iii) Any subfield L’ of Fk xk of order 1 FI k contains F. Further, K is 
contained in a subfield L’ of Fk xk satisfying IL’1 = (Flk if and only ifs’ = 1. 
Proof. (i) is well known. Since the minimal polynomial A(D) of (Y over 
F is a product of (say) s’ distinct polynomials among pcLi( D), we immediately 
get F[K]= F[cu]= F,@F,@ ... @ FY, with F, = F[ D]/F[ D]pj( D), j = j(i). 
This proves (ii). Finally, let L’ be a subfield of Fkx k of order ( Flk = 1 LI. 
Since L is a faithful simple left F k x k-module, F k x k has no subfield of order 
greater than I Flk. However, the centralizer C( L’) of L’ in Fk xk is a subfield 
of Fk xk containing L’ and F. This gives L’ = C( L’), so that F c L’. The 
remaining part of (iii) follows from (i). n 
In general a subfield of F k ’ k 
lFlk. 
may not be contained in a subfield of order 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F = F,,, k = 8. Consider an irreducible polynomial 
p(D) E F,[rl of degree 8. We have p(D) = pi( D)pa( D)pLg( D)cL& D), 
pi(D) E F[ D] with deg pi( D) = 2. Let A(D) = ~~~ DIP& D). By taking ap- 
propriate direct sums of companion matrices, we get an invertible 8 X 8 
matrix (Y E FNx’ with h(D) as its minimal polynomial. Then F&(Y] is a 
subfield of order 2”, and it is not contained in any subfield of FL xk of’ order 
IFIX. 
Let Q be the classical quotient ring of R = Fk xk[ D]. Then Q = R * 
( F[ D]*)- l, where F[ D]* = F[ D]\(O). Let K be a subfield of Fkxk; then 
the quotient field K(D) of K[ D] is a subring of Q. Further let P be a 
subfield of K. 
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LEMMA 3. For any subfield K of Fkxk, K(D)n R = K[ D]. 
Proof. Let 0 # F( D)/h( D) E K( D)n R, where p(D), A(D) E K[ D], 
with A(D) # 0 and gcd(p( D), A(D)) = 1. Then 1= p( D)f( D) + A( D)g( D) 
for some f(D), g(D) E K[ D], and so A(D)-’ E R. However, the leading 
coefficient of A(D) is regular. This gives deg A( D) = 0. This proves the 
result. I 
Given 0 # f(D) E K[ D], there exists a smallest degree manic polynomial 
pf( D, P) in P[ D] such that f( D)g( D) = w,-( D, P) for some g(D) E R. The 
bound of f(D) in F[ D] defined in [3] is denoted by P~( 0). If F c K, 
/q(D) = /+( D, F). Th e 1 emma gives that in f( D)g( D) = pr( D, P), g(D) E 
K[ D]. We denote the uniquely determined g(D) by f*( D, P). There exists 
a unique f*(D) E R such that f( D)f*( D) = pf( D)Z,. If F & K, f*< D) = 
f*< D, F). We have the following. 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a subfield of Fkxk, P a subfield of K, and 
f(D), g(D) two nonzero members of K[ D]. Then: 
6) f*(D,P)E K[D]. 
(ii) y the gcd of pf(D, P) and pc’(D, P) is 1, then purx( D, P) = 
/q( D, P)/-$ D, P). 
(iii) Zf f(D) is irreducible in K[ D], then for any t > 1, (f ‘)*( D, P) = 
[f *( D, P)lr. Moreooer, pCLf( D, P) is an irreducible polynomial in P[ D], and 
/-y( D, P) = /.L/ D, P)“; in fact, /_L~( D, P) = ag( D), where g(D) is the prod- 
uct of all the conjugates off(D) ooer P, and cx E P. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let p(D) E P[ D] be manic and irreducible in P[ D], 
and let p(D) = nfC1~,( D) be the factorization of ~(0) into manic, irre- 
ducible polynomials /_L~( D) E K[ D]. Then F~( D, P) = p( 0)’ for some t > 1 if 
and only iff(D)= n~=,~i(D)U~r 0 < ui <t with maxIn,}= t. 
Proof. Letpuf(D,P)=p(Djf.Then f(D)divides ~L(D)‘=n;=l~i(D)f. 
This gives f(D)=nf=,pi(D)U~ with O,<ui<t. If C=max(u,), we get 
f(D)Ip(D)“. Th is is not possible unless t = o. The converse is obvious. n 
The above proposition gives that for any manic irreducible polynomial 
p(D) E P[ D], if s is the number of manic irreducible factors of ~(0) in 
K[ D], then for any t > 1, the number of manic polynomials f< D) E K[ D] 
with P~( D, P) = /_L( D)’ is (1 + t)” - t”. 
The following was proved in [3, Theorem 3.21. 
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THEOREM 5. Let f( D) E R be regular with bound pf( D> = p(D)‘, where 
p(D) is some manic irreducible polynomial in F[ D] and t > 1. Then there 
exists a E R invertible module the ideal Rp( D)’ such that 
for some uniquely determined ti such that 0 < ti < ti + , for i < k and t, = t. 
In the above theorem the expression on the right hand side is called the 
canonical form of C!,( f< D)). It is evident from the proof of the theorem that 
given f( D>, g( D> E R with bound p(D)‘, then fink(f( D)) and fl,(g(D>> 
have the same canonical form if and only if they are isomorphic as F[ D]- 
modules. Observe that a is a polynomial in D. For any S E a,( f< D)), the 
periodicity of aS is a factor of the periodicity of S; in fact they are equal, as 
there exists b E R which is an inverse of a modulo Rp( 0)‘. 
We now prove the following: 
THEOREM 6. Let K be subfield of R containing F, p(D) be a manic 
irreducible poZynomiaE in F[ D], and ~(0) = n := I p i( D) be the factorization 
of p( D> into manic irreducible polynomials in K[ D]. Let 0 # f< D) E K[ D] 
have p,-(D) = pL( DY f or some t > 1. Then in the canonical form 
of n,(f(D>), one has ti=tj whenever c(k/s)+l<i,j<(k/sXc+l) for 
any integer c > 0. Conversely, any such form is a canonical form of Cl,( f (D)) 
fm some f< D) E K[ D] with kcLI( D) = p( 0)‘. 
Proof. Now K is contained in a field extension L’ of F in F kxk with 
[L’: F] = k. By the Noether-Skolem theorem [2] there exists an invertible 
matrix a E Fkxk such that aL’a_’ = L. Then as F[ D]-modules, 
WfGW = %(afP)a-‘). 
So to find the canonical form, without loss of generality we take K c L. Now 
f(D) E L[ D], and rk( F) = T(L) is th e set of sequences over L. As seen in 
the proof of [3, Lemma I], we get 
%(f(D)) = L[Dl/L[Dlf(D) (9 
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as F[ D]-modules. As ~I,(/_L( D)‘) = F[ D]/ F[ D]p( D)‘, the canonical form 
gives 
as F[ D]-modules. By Proposition 
so that 
(ii) 
4, f(D)= nf=,~i(D)“~ with max{u,}= t, 
L[ Dl/L[ Dlf( O> = @ L[ Dl/L[ OlPi( D)“” (iii) 
i=l 
If[L:K]=v, 
as K[ D]-modules. Since pi( D> are conjugates over F and any automorphism 
of K can be extended to an automorphism of L, we get an F-automorphism 
ai of L such that p?(D) = pi(D). This gives 
K[ Dl/K[Db.,( 0)” z K[D]/K[ DIPi( 0)“) (4 
in both cases as F[ D]-modules. Thus 
KID]/KIDl~(D)U= b K[ Dl/K[Dhd Dl” 
i=l 
= [ K[ D]/K[ Dh( DJ”]’ (vii> 
as F[ D]-modules. But 
K[DI/K[D]I.L(D)~= [ F[D]/F[DIcL(D)“]~, (viii) 
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where w = [K : F]. Then (vii) and (viii) give 
as F[ D]-modules. Then (iii), (iv), (v), (vii), and (ix) give 
By comparing (i), (ii), and he above expression, and by using the Krull- 
Schmidt theorem, the necessity follows. 
Conversely, consider 
such that ti = tj whenever 
c(k/s)+l<i,j<(c+l)(k/s). 
Put Ui = ti(k,,s). Then the above canonical form is equivalent to 
nk(dD)), g(D) = rj,pyiP) EK[Dl n 
THEOREM 7. Let K be any subfield of Fk xk, not necessarily containing F, 
and f< D) E K( D) have pf( D) = PC DY, where ~(0) is an irreducible poly- 
nomial in F[ D], and t > 1. There exist g(D) E L[ D] such that nk(f( D)) and 
a,( g( D)) have the same canonical form. 
Proof. Let F c K. As L has a subfield isomorphic to K, by Noether- 
Skolem theorem [2] there exists a nonsingular matrix a E Fkxk such that 
aKa_’ & L. Then af( D)a-’ E L[ D], and obviously 
flk( f( D)) = nk(af( D)a-l) 
as an F[ D]-module; so in this case, the result holds. Consider the general 
case. Let K* = (a), and let A(D) be the minimal polynomial of (Y over F,,. 
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Let A( D) = nf_ ,A~( D) be a factorization of A(D) into manic irreducible 
polynomials in F[ D]. By Proposition 1, 
F[K] = F,@F,e3 ... CBF,, 
for some s’ < s; if rri : F[K] --, Fi are the corresponding projections, then 
F = ri( F) and [ Fi : ri(F)] = (deg A( D))/s. Write 1= Ci, ,e,, e, E F. Let 
d(ei) = ki. Then k = Ciki, and u = (deg A(D))/s is a factor of every ki. Let 
(Y = Coi, oi E Fi. From f( D)f*( 0) = p(D)Ik, as in Lemma 2, it follows 
that ~*(D)E F[K][D]. S ince F, C_ F and p(D) is irreducible in F[ D], there 
exists a monk irreducible polynomial e( 0) E F,[ D] such that /J(D) I t(D) in 
F[ D]. Write {(II) = l-I:= rti( D), with each ti( D) manic and irreducible in 
F[Dl and [r(D) = p(D). Let fi(D) = f”(D), gi(D) = f*“‘(D), and 
pi(D) = ~~l( II). As ri I K is manic, we get an isomorphism a, : F, + Fi such 
that a,(~~ I K) = ri I K. Then fp’(D) = fi(D), g?(D) = g,(D), and pi(D) = 
py( D). Let ~~l( 0) = n$ rrlj( D), with qj(D) manic and irreducible in 
F,[D]. Then the bound 6,(D) of f,(D) in [rTTI(F)][D] divides pr(DY. So 
S,(D) = /q(D)” f or some t’ < t. Then fp< D) = fi(D) gives that the bound of 
fi< D) in ri( F) is SJD) = SF(D). As f(D) and @ ,!= ,fi(D) are similar, we 
get t’ = t. By Proposition 4, f,(D) = n~~Ini(D)U~ with max(uj) = t. By 
using the maps a,, the proof of Theorem 6 gives that 
with 0 < tj < tj+l and t, = t, so that if we arrange uI,ue,...,uSn in ascend- 
ing order, then for c > 1 we have tj = u, whenever 
(c-l)ki/Sfl +l,<j<c(ki/s”). 
At the same time f( D) = Cl3 I!S 1 f,< D) gives 
a,( f( D)) = igl %,(.a w (ii) 
as F[ D]-modules. Further, the projections ri give a natural F[ D]-isomor- 
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phism between n,(p(D)“) and fi,,(~~~(D>‘) for any V. Thus 
and for (i - 1)k /s” + 1~ j Q i(k/s”) we have yj = ui, as k = Ck,. Now u, 
being a factor of every ki, is also a factor of k. As S” is the number of 
irreducible factors of hr( D) in F,, we get S” I u. Hence S” I k. Now F, 
embeds in 15, so that if F, = K, G L, we see that F 5 K 1, and the proof of 
Theorem 6 gives g( 0) E K,[ D] such that pLfi( D) = /J( II)” and 
This proves the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let 
F= F,, R = Fzx2[ D], f(D) = [ D”+1 D,,]. 
Then 
/.@)=D+l and f*(~)=[y i]. 
We have 
q!-(D)) =f*(D)R,((D+l)z*)=R,((D+l)z,). 
As ’ ’ 
[ 1 1 1 is in the subring of Fzx2 generated by the coeffkients 
of f(D), these coeffkients cannot be in a subfield of Fzx2. This shows that if 
fik<f( D)) - R,(g( D)) with g(D) E K[ D] for some subfield K of Fkxk, F 
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any finite field, then the coefficients of f(D) need not be in any subfield of 
FkXk 
REMARK. Let f(D) E L[ D] have factorization 
f(D)Cafi ;pij(D)“i’ 
i=rj=r 
over I,[ D], where a E L and each pij(D) is manic and irreducible in L[ D], 
and where pij( D) and pitjJ( D) are conjugates over F[ D] if and only if i = i’. 
form ag(D) E L[ D] from f(D) by permutations ai of 
;:JZi,,..., uiSCi)}, then Theorem 7 shows that the distribution of sequences 
of different periodicities in fi2,(f(D)) and R,(g(D)) are the same. Observe 
that fiJjXD>> and fi,(g(D)) are not isomorphic as L[D]-modules unless 
f(D) = g(D), but they are isomorphic as F[ D&modules. 
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